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Abstract 
In Moral, Campos (1991) and Cano, Moral, 
Verdegay-L6pez (1991) a new method of con­
ditioning convex sets of probabilities has been 
proposed. The result of it is a convex set 
of non-necessarily normalized probability dis­
tributions. The normalizing factor of each 
probability distribution is interpreted as the 
possibility assigned to it by the conditioning 
information. From this, it is deduced that 
the natural value for the conditional proba­
bility of an event is a possibility distribution. 
The aim of this paper is to study methods of 
transforming this possibility distribution into 
a probability (or uncertainty) interval. These 
methods will be based on the use of Sugeno 
and Choquet integrals. Their behaviour will 
be compared in basis to some selected exam­
ples. 
Keywords: Conditioning, Imprecise Probabilities, 
Possibility Distributions. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Dempster (1967) introduced two different ways of con­
ditioning that can be applied in the Theory of Ev­
idence (see also Shafer, 1976). If U is a finite set , 
m is a basic probability assignment defined on it, and 
(Bel, Pi) is the corresponding pair of belief-plausibility 
measures, then the first definition is based on a direct 
generalization of probability conditioning formula for 
the plausibility measure: 
PI (AlB) 
= Pl(A n B) . f Pl(B) __J. 0 
1 Pl(B) ' 1 -r-
(1) 
The corresponding expression for Bel is not so simple: 
The other definition was given in terms of the under­
lying probability distributions associated with a pair 
(Bel, PI): 
P = {p I Bel(A) � P(A) S Pl(A), VA� U} (3) 
Remark. If p is a probability distribution, its as­
sociate probability measure will be denoted using the 
capital letter: P. 
To calculate the conditional information with respect 
to a set B, all the probabilities are conditioned and 
the set Pn is calculated, where 
Pn = {p(.IB) I pEP} ( 4) 
The values of the corresponding plausibilities and be­
liefs are calculated as 
Sup{P(A)IP E Pn} = 
Sup{P(AIB) I pEP} 
Inj{P(A)IP E Pn} = 
lnf{P(AIB) I pEP} 
(5) 
(6) 
In Demspter (1967) it  is  not 
said whether (Be/2(./B), P/2(./B)) is a pair of belief­
plausibility functions, that is, it has an associated basic 
probability assignment. In Campos, Lamata, Moral 
(1990), it was shown that (Bel2(.1B), P/2(.1B)) may 
be expressed in the following way, 
PI( An B) 
PI( An B)+ Bel(B- A) 
Bel( An B) 
Bel( An B)+ PI(B -A) (
7) 
In Jaffray (1990) and Fagin, Halpern (1990), it is 
shown that (Beh(.IB), Pl2(.IB)) is always a pair of 
belief-plausibility functions. 
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These two conditional beliefs are related. We have that 
for every A, B � U, the following relation is verified, 
that is, 
[Be/1(AIB), Pl1(AIB)] � [Beh(AIB), Pl2(AIB)] (9) 
If we consider the upper and lower probabilities in­
terpretation of belief functions, above intervals are in­
terpreted as the set of possible values for an unknown 
probability value. From, this point of view, we can say 
that the first conditioning is more informative than the 
second: it produces smaller intervals. Now, the ques­
tion is: Which conditioning is more appropriate for 
upper and lower probabilities?. In this paper we shall 
show that none of the two is (see also Moral, Cam­
pos (1991)). (Beli(-IB),Pli(-IB)) is too informative 
and (Bel2(-IB), P/2(-IB)) too uninformative. Then we 
shall give a new method of conditioning proposed in 
Moral, Campos (1991) and Cano, Moral, Verdegay­
L6pez (1991) intermediate between this two and that, 
from our point of view, gives the right answer to 
the problem. This conditioning assigns to each event 
a possibility distribution (see Zadeh, 1978; Dubois, 
Prade, 1988) instead of an interval. In Moral, Cam­
pos (1991) and Cano, Moral, Verdegay-L6pez (1991) 
was given a method of transforming this possibility 
distribution into an interval. The reason of this trans­
formation is that for the final user of a system han­
dling upper and lower probabilities it may be difficult 
to understand the result in terms of a Possibility Dis­
tribution or, at least, it may help to have an interval 
at the same time that the Possibility Distribution. In 
this paper we are going to criticize this method show­
ing that it produces too short intervals. Then we shall 
propose new methods and compare them. 
The organization of the paper is as follows: In the sec­
ond section we introduce the mathematical elements 
used to represent upper and lower probabilities and 
then we give some prototipical examples, in order to 
compare the different conditioning methods. In the 
third section we study the new conditioning method 
assigning a possibility distribution to each event. In 
the fourth section we study the different methods of 
transforming this possibility distribution in probabil­
ity intervals. Finally in the last section we discuss the 
content of the paper and give the conclussions. 
2 PREVIOUS CONCEPTS AND 
PROTOTYPICAL EXAMPLES 
Let U be a finite set and X a variable taking values 
on it. As representation of knowledge about how X 
takes values on U, we shall consider convex sets of 
probability distributions. This representation is more 
general than those associated with belief functions, by 
means of expression (3). However if we take supre­
mum and infimum of a convex set of probabilities we 
do not always obtain a pair of plausibility-belief func­
tions. Furthermore, different convex sets may produce 
the same system of probability intervals. The use of 
convex sets of probabilities is also very well justified 
from a betting behaviour point of view, similar to the 
one used to justify bayesian probabilities, but less re­
strictive (see Walley, 1991). 
With respect to the conditioning problem, the second 
definition is directly appliable to convex sets of prob­
abilities: If we have a convex set of probability distri­
butions on U, P, then to condition to B is equivalent 
to calculate 
PB = {p(. IB) I pEP} (10) 
However the first definition of conditioning (see expres­
sions (1,2)) is not directly appliable. To generalize it 
we can take as basis the fact that the convex set associ­
ated with (Be/l(.IB), Ph(.IB)) is equal to (see Moral, 
Campos, 1991): 
1'8 = {p(.IB) I pE P and P(B) = Supp,EPl'i(B)} 
(11) 
That is we only consider the probabilities with a max­
imum value for the probability of the conditioning set 
B. Having expressed this conditioning in terms of con­
vex sets, we shall consider that the first conditioning 
is equivalent to transform a convex set P into 1'8, as 
in expression ( 11). 
In the following we introduce two examples to show 
that none of this two conditioning formulas is very 
appropriate for upper and lower probabilities. 
Example 1 Let us consider two urns, u1 and u2. u1 
has 999 red balls and 1 white. u2 has 1 red ball, and 
999 white. Assume an experiment consisting in select­
ing one of the urns by means of an unknown proce­
dure and then picking up randomly a ball from that 
urn. What we want to test with this example is the 
abduction capability of a given conditioning procedure, 
more concretely, to determine what says the colour of 
the ball about the selected urn. It is clear that is the 
colo ur of the ball is red (r) the urn should be u1 and 
) if the color is white (w), u2. In each case is the urn 
which better explains the observation. Let us see how 
the conditioning formulas work. 
The set of possible probabilities associated with this ex­
ample can be represented by the convex set generated 
by the two extreme probabilities: 
P1(u1,r) = 0.999, P1(u1,w) = 0.001, 
P1(u2,r) = 0.0, P1(u2,w) = 0.0 
(12) 
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P2(u1,r) = 0.0, P2(u1,w) = 0.0, 
P2(u2, r) = 0.001, P2(u2, w) = 0.999 (13) 
The first probability corresponds to the selection of the 
first urn. The second probability corresponds to the 
second urn. 
Assume that we observe that the colour of the ball is 
red. The conditional probabilities are 
Pt(Ut,rlr) = 1.0, Pt(Ut,wlr) = 0.0, 
P1(u2,rlr) = 0.0, Pt(u2,wlr) = 0.0 
P2{ut,rlr) = 0.0, P2(ut,wlr) = 0.0, 
P2(u2,rlr) = 1.0, P2(u2,wlr) = 0.0 
(14) 
(15) 
The first conditioning is equivalent to consider the 
convex set generated by the conditional distributions 
p;(.lr), for which P;(r) is maximum: In this case, 
Pt(-lr). The second conditioning is carried out by con­
sidering all the conditional probabilities, p1 ( .lr) and 
P2(-lr). 
If we calculate probability intervals for Ut and u2, by 
taking supremum and infimum, we get 
• First Conditioning 
Ut - [1, 1], u2- [0, 0] (16) 
• Second Conditioning 
Ut - [0, 1], U2 - [0, 1] (17) 
We observe that with the first conditioning we are sure 
that the urn is u1. That is not true. u1 is the urn that 
best explains the result, but the red ball could also come 
from u2. On the contrary, with the second condition­
ing, nothing is deduced about which is the selected urn. 
The ignorance interval, [0, 1], is assigned to both urns. 
In this example we observe that the first conditionmg 
is too strong and the second too weak. 
Example 2 It could be argued that the strange be­
haviour of the first conditionmg on former example 
is due to the fact that the initial convex set does not 
correspond to a belief function. Here we shall start 
with a very simple belief function and show that the 
conditioning ia also too strong. 
Assume that we have an urn with red (r ), black {b) 
and white {w) balls and that we know that there are: 
10 red, 10 white and 20 that may be red or blacks. A 
ball is selected randomly from this urn. 
This information may be represented by a mass assign­
ment with focal elements: 
m({r}) = 0.25, m({w}) = 0.25, 
m({r,b})=0.5 (18) 
The associated convex set is determined by the follow­
ing extreme probabilities, 
Pt(r) = 0.75, Pt(w) = 0.25 , Pt(b) = 0.0 
P2(r) = 0.25, P2(w)::::: 0.25, Pt(b) = 0.5 
(19) 
(20) 
If we observe that the colour is red or white, then the 
first conditioning provides the convex set generated by 
P2( -I{ r, w}) and the second conditioning the convex set 
generated by p1(.1{r,w}) and p2(.1{r,w}). 
The first conditioning assigns exact values of probabil­
ity for the colour of the ball {there is only one possible 
probability). These values are, 
Pt(rl{r,w}) = 0.75, Pt(wl{r,w}) = 0.25, 
Pl(bl{r,w}) = 0.00 (21) 
Observe that the assigned probabilities are the same 
that the ones that would be considered if somebody tell 
us that all the balls are red or white, that is, if we 
learn that the colour of the 20 balls that were red or 
black, is red. However, these two situations are differ­
ent. In the initial one we know that a particular ball 
randomly selected from the urn is red or white. In the 
second case we learn that all the balls of the urn are red 
or white. The second piece of information is stronger 
than the first. However, they two produce the same 
results. Th�s will not be considered a very desirable 
property and we shall ask to a conditioning procedure 
to discriminate between these two situations. Second 
conditioning do this distinction. 
3 CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES 
WITH POSSIBILITY VALUES 
In Campos, Moral ( 1991) and Cano, Delgado, Moral 
(1991) we have introduced a new method of calculating 
conditional information. The idea is very simple. If 
we have a convex set of probabilities, P, defined on a 
finite set U, and B is a subset from U, the conditional 
information is given by the set, 
P'B = {p.IB I p E P} (22) 
where IB is the characteristic function of set B and 
p.IB is pointwise multiplication. 
Example 3 In the same conditions of Example 1, the 
conditional information is the convex set generated by 
the points, 
Pl.lr(Ut,r) = 0.999, Pt.Ir(ubw) = 0.0, 
P1.lr(u2,r) = 0.0, P1·Ir(u2,w) = 0.0 
P2-Ir(ut, r) = 0.0, P2·Ir(Ut, w) = 0.0, 
P2.Ir(U2, r) = 0.001, P2·Ir(u2, w) = 0.0 
(23) 
(24) 
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Example 4 In the conditions of Example 2, the con­
ditional information is the convex set generated by the 
mappings, 
Pt·l{r,w}(r) = 0.75, p�.l{r,w}(w) = 0.25, 
Pl·l{r,w}{b) = 0.0 
P2·I{r,w}(r) = 0.25, P2.l{r,w}(w) = 0.25, 
P2·l{r,w}(b) = 0.0 
(25) 
{26) 
The main problem of this definition is to know what is 
the meaning of the result of conditioning. The result is 
a set which elements are mappings defined on U and 
taking non-negative real numbers. These mappings 
are not probability distributions: in general, they do 
not add 1. We could think of normalizing all of them, 
but then we would obtain the second conditioning. In 
this point, it is important to remark that the normaliz­
ing factor contains valuable information. In Example 
3, the normalizing factor of p1.lr is 0.999 and the nor­
malizing factor of P2 .Ir is 0.001. This tell us that the 
first probability {and therefore the first urn) is more 
possible than the second. 
Following above interpretation, let n(pi .!3) be the 
probability obtained from p;.IB by normalizing, that 
is, n(pi .IB ) = p;(.IB) and f(pi./B) is the normalizing 
factor. We interpret P'B as a possibility distribution 
(Zadeh, 1978; Dubois, Prade, 1988) defined on the set 
of conditional probabilities, 
11" : 'PB ----> [0, 1] 
with the following values, 
(27) 
7r(p(.IB)) = S
up{f(p;.IB) I n(p;.IB) = p(.]B)} (28) 
Sup{ f(p;.IB) I p; E P} 
Now, the value of the conditional probability of an 
event is not a real value, neither a probability interval, 
but a possibility distribution defined on the interval 
[0, 1]. According to possibility calculus, we define the 
probability of an event, A, as a possibility 11"AIB on 
[0, 1], with the values, 
11"AjB(x) = Sup{1r(p(.jB)) ] P(AIB) = x,p(.IB) E 'PB} 
(29) 
In Example 3, we have that the probability of u1 may 
be 1 with possibility 1. It can be also 0, but with pos­
sibility 1/999. The possibility 11"u,jr is given in Figure 
1. 11"u2jr is given in Figure 2. 
It is clear that for u1 and u2 the same interval of prob­
abilities is possible: [0, 1]. In this aspect it is similar to 
the second conditioning. However, for u1 the probabil­
ities near to 1 are more possible, and for u2 the most 
posible probabilities are those near to 0. In this sense, 
j 
0 1 
Figure 1: 11"u1jr in Example 3 
L 
0 1 
Figure 2: 11"u21r in Example 3 
the observation of the colour of the ball says something 
about the selected urn: It is more pos.sible u1. Also, it 
is important to remark that the conditional informa­
tion is not as strong as in the first conditioning. 
In Example 4, we observe that the set 'PB has two 
extreme points: Pt(.l{r,w}) and P2(-l{r,w}). But P.B 
assigns the following possiblities to them: 
7r(Pt(-l{r,w})) = 1, 7r(p2(-l{r,w})) = 0.75 (30) 
This situation is different of the first conditioning: 
Now Pt ( - l{r, w}) andp2(.1{r,w}) are possible, and the 
situation is not the same that when we learn that all 
the balls are red or white. Also the result is some­
thing different of the second conditioning, p1 (.l{r, w}) 
is now more possible. The difference is not as great as 
in Example 3. 
From our point of view, these conditional probabilities 
with associated possibilities contain all the relevant 
information. However, we think that its main problem 
is that sometimes they may be a bit complicated to be 
communicated to an ordinay user of a system working 
with upper and lower probabilities. Due to this, we 
shall consider methods of calculating an uncertainty 
interval for each event. 
4 TRANSFORMATION OF A 
CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY 
ON AN INTERVAL 
The basic elements for this transformation are Cho­
quet's integral (Choquet, 1953/54) and Sugeno's in­
tegral (Sugeno, 1974). In the following we are going 
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to give its definition for possibility and necessity mea­
sures. 
If we have a possibility distribution 1r defined on a set, 
R (finite or infinite). Its associated possibility measure 
is a mapping, 
given by, 
II : p(R) __. [0, 1] (31) 
'iT� R, II(T) = Sup{1r(t) It E T} (32) 
The dual measure is called a necessity measure and is 
defined as 
VT � R, N(T) = 1 - IT(T) (33) 
If g is a positive function defined on R, the Choquet 
integral of g with respect to II is the value 
r+oo Ic(g!IT) = Jo II({xlg(x) � a})da (34) 
With respect toN, we have a similar expression, 
r= Ic(u!N) = lo N( {xlu(x) �a} )da (35) 
The Sugeno integral is defined for functions taking val­
ues on [0, 1]. For possibility and necessity measures it 
has the following expressions, 
Is(u!II) Supae[O,lJ{II({xlg(x) �a}) A a} 
Supx{u(x) A 1r(x)} (36) 
Is(uiN) = Infae[o,lj{N({xlg(x) �a}) Va} (37) 
where 1\ denotes the minimum and V the maximum. 
For functions g, taking values on [0, 1], it is inmediate 
to show that for every pair of measures, II and N, it 
is verified that, 
Ic(uiii) + Ic(l- uiN) = 1 (38) 
Is(u!IT) + Is(l- u!N) = 1 (39) 
Ic(g!IT) is also called upper expectation of g and 
Ic(g jN) lower expectation (Dempster, 1967). These 
are the two integrals defined for non-additive mea­
sures. In this point we do not have any reason to 
choose one of them. For an axiomatic characteriza­
tion of the properties underlying these two integrals 
see Campos, Lamata Moral (1991). 
1. Rest_Possibility = 1 
2. Possibility = 0 
3. Upper_Choquet = 0 
4. While ResLPossibility > 0 do 
5. Select p(.IB) from Nextr(P'J) with maximum value 
of P(AIB) among those verifying 
;or(p(.IB)) � Possibility 
6. Upper_Choquet = Upper_Choquet + 
+(;or(p(.IB))- Possibility)* P(AIB) 
7. Rest_Possibility = Rest..Possibility -
-(;or(p(.IB))- Possibility ) 
8. Possibility = ;or(p( .I B)) 
Figure 3: Algorithm to calculate P* c(AIB) (The value 
is U pper_Choquet) . 
In Moral, Campos (1991) we proposed the assigna­
tion of a conditional uncertainty interval to an event, 
A, by using Choquet's integral. The set R was the 
set of normalized extreme points of the set P'B, that 
is, the conditional probabilities obtained from the ex­
treme points of P'B. This set of extreme points will be 
called N extr(P'B ) . The possibility distribution is the 
one induced by equation (28). Function g is defined 
by, 
g(p(.IB)) = P(AIB) (40) 
In this way the upper uncertainty value is, 
P* c(AIB) = Ic(giTI) = Ic(P(AIB) I II) (41) 
and the lower value, 
P.c(AIB) = Ic(g!N) = Ic(P(AIB) I N) (42) 
It is inmediate to show that P.c(AIB) :-:; P* c(AIB) 
and by property (39), we have that 
P.c(AIB) + P* c(AIB) = 1 (43) 
An algorithm to calculate P* c(AIB) is given in Figure 
3. This algorithm has a complexity of order O(n2), 
where n is the number of points on N extr(P'B). If 
the probabilities in this set are ordered by decreass­
ing value of P(AIB) then the complexity is O(n), but 
we have to take into account that the ordering alger 
rithm takes a time of order O(n.log(n)). A similar 
algorithm may be devised for P.c(AIB), but we may 
also calculate this value by means of equation ( 43). 
Example 5 Following the case of Example 3, we have 
p*c(ullr)=1*1=1 
p* c(u2!r) = 1 * (1/999) + 0 * (1- 1/999) = 1/999 
In this way, 
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and 
As we can see with these intervals, the colour of the 
ball gives relevant mformation about the selected urn, 
but not as much as the first conditioning. 
Exaillple 6 Now, in the conditions of Example 4, 
(p.c(rj{r, w} ), p* c(rj{ r, w })] = 
= [0.5 * 0.5 + 0.5 * 0.75, 1 * 0.75] = [0.625, 0.75] 
[p.c( wj{ r, w} ), p* c( wj{r, w} )J = (0.25, 0.375] 
In this example, we get also an intermediate interval 
between the intervals of the first and the second condi­
tioning. 
In this point, it is important to remark that the result­
ing interval would have been different if we had consid­
ered as set R the whole set PB, instead of N extr(P�) . 
To see that adding more probabilities from PB the 
result chages, we shall consider, in the conditions of 
Example 3 and 5, the additional probability 
p(udr) = 0.5, p(u2jr) = 0.5 (44) 
This probability belongs to PB: it is a convex com­
bination of Pl(-lr) and P2(.jr). Its possibility may be 
calculated by means of expression (28), being equal to 
0.002. Then aplying the algorithm of Figure 3, with 
this probability added to the extreme probabilities, we 
get the following intervals: 
- For u1 given r: 
[1-(1/999)-(0.002-(1/999))*0.5, 1] � (0.9985, 1] 
- For u2 given r: 
[0, (1/999) + (0.002 - (1/999)) * 0.5) � [0, 0.0015] 
The interval has increased. We can verify that, in 
general, the consideration of the extreme points ofPB 
instead of the complete set reduces the interval. As 
the conditional set is PB (with the associated possi­
bilities), we can concluded that the intervals proposed 
in Moral, Campos (1991) and Carro, Delgado, Moral 
(1991) were too short. Furthermore, there is an im­
portant property that is not verified: continuity. In­
finitesimal changes in the set P� can produce non in­
finitesimal changes on the intervals. If in example 3, 
we have the additional point, 
P3.lr(ul, r) = 0.00999 + c, P3·Ir(u1, w) = 0.0, 
P3lr(u2,r) = 0.00999- c, P3-Ir(u2,w) = 0.0 
( 45) 
this point is also extreme. The associated normalized 
probability is, 
and its possibility 0.002 + 0((). This probability dis­
tribution has to be considered and the intervals are the 
ones obtained by introducing probability ( 44) with a 
difference on the extremes of order 0(<). In short: 
very small changes in P'B can produce new extreme 
points which produce a big change on the intervals. 
To calculate the conditional intervals taking into ac­
count all the probabilities we need to do only some 
small changes in the algorithm of Figure 3. The new 
version includes a new variable, Former_Probability, 
initially set to 1, and that in each iteration contains 
the value of P(AjB) in the previous iteration. Then, 
only sentence 6 is changed to: 
6'. Upper_Choquet = Upper-Choquet + 
+ (Possibility*FormerYrobability-1r(p(.jB)) * P(AIB)) + 
+ Possibility*1r(p( .I B) )*(Former_Probability-P(AjB) )* 
*In( 7r(p( .I B)/ Possibility)/ (Possibility -7r(p( .I B))) 
where In denotes neperian logarithm. We shall not 
prove that this algorithms calculates the value of the 
integral, because the proof is only technical. 
The complexity is the same than before (O(n. log(n))) 
and now we do not have former continuity problems. 
The values provided by the modified algorithm are al­
ways greater that the ones obtained with the previous 
one. So the intervals will be wider. In the case of 
Examples 3 and 5, the new intervals are, 
[p.�(uijr),p*�(uJ!r)]:::: 
= [1 -ln(999)/998, lJ � (0.9931, 1] (47) 
[p.�(u2jr),p*�(u2ir)] = 
= [0, ln(999)/998] � [0, 0.0069] (48) 
The intervals have increased, but according to them we 
should follow thinking that the first urn was selected 
if the colour of the ball is red. 
In the case of Examples 4 and 6, the intervals are 
[p.�(rj{r, w} ),p*�(rl{ r, w} )] = 
::::: [1 - 0.25(1 + ln(2)), 0.75] � [0.5767, 0.75] (49) 
(p.�(wj{r,w}),p"�(wj{r,w})J = 
= [0.25, 0.25(1 + ln(2))J � (0.25, 0.4233] (50) 
The result is also similar to the previously obtained 
but with a little wider intervals. 
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In the following we shall consider the results obtained 
by using Sugeno's integral. In this case, 
P" s(AIB) = Is(giii) = Is(P(AIB) I II) (51) 
P.s(AIB) = Is(giN) = Is(P(AIB) I N) (52) 
First, we shall consider as set R, the normalized ex­
treme points of P�: N extr(P�). P" s(AIB) can be 
easily calculated from equation (36) in linear time. 
In Example 3 we get the following intervals, 
- For u1 given r: [1- (1/999), 1] ::::i [0 .999, 1] 
- For u2 given r: [0, (1/999)] ::::i [0, 0.001] 
that is, the same results that using Choquet's integral. 
In the case of Example 4, the intervals are: 
-For r given {r,w}: [0.5,0.75] 
-For w given {r ,w} : [0.25,0.5] 
In this case we obtain wider intervals that using Cho­
quet's integral with all the points. However, this is 
not a fix rule. We do not always obtain wider or equal 
intervals than using Choquet's integral. If the initial 
probabilities of Example 2 had been, 
Pt (r) = 1/3, Pl(w) = 1/3, Pt(b) = 1/3 (53) 
P2(r) = 0, P2(w) = 1/3, Pt(b) = 2/3 (54) 
and with the same conditioning set, the intervals cal­
culated using Sugeno's integral would be: 
-For r given {r,w}: [1/2, 1/2] = {1/2} 
-For w given { r, w}: [1/2, 1/2] = { 1/2} 
The intervals calculated using the first conditioning are 
exactly the same, however the intervals for the second 
conditioning are: 
-Forrgiven {r,w}: [0,1/2] 
- For w given { r, w}: [1/2, 1] 
In this case, the intervals are equal to the ones ob­
tained with the first conditioning, too restrictive in 
comparison with the results of the second condition­
mg. 
This irregular behaviour: sometines less informative 
that the second conditioning and other times as infor­
mative as first conditioning is due to the consideration 
of N extr(P�), instead of P8. If we consider the com­
plete set we may dessign a procedure to calculate the 
upper value, P*�(AIB). Consider the set, 
H = {(t, r) I t = 11'(p(.IB)).P(AIB), r = tr(p(.IB))} 
(55) 
and Ext(H) the set of its extreme points. Let S be 
the set 
S = {(u,v) I u = t/r , v = r, r # 0} (56) 
The algorithm to claculate p•�(AIB) follows the fol­
lowing steps: 
1. Calculate the set T of points ( u, v) E S such that 
there is not point ( r, s) E S verifying 
r � u, s � v, (r,s) ::fi (u,v) 
2. If for every (u, v) E T, is u � v, P*�(AIB) is the 
value 
Sup{v l3u,(u,v) ET} 
3. If for every (u, v) E T, is u:::; v, P*�(AIB) is the 
value 
Sup{u l3v,(u,v) ET} 
4. If the conditions of steps 2 and 3 are not verified, 
let 
uo = Sup{u I (u,v) E T,u <= v} 
vo = Sup{v I (uo,v) E T} 
Vt = Sup{v I (u,v) E T,v < u} 
Ut = Sup{u I (u,vt) E T} 
P*�(AIB) is the only possitive root of the equa­
tion 
ax2 + bx + c = 0 
where 
a= Vt- vo 
If the points of S are ordered in lexicographical order 
(complexity of doing it, 0( n log( n))) then all the steps 
can be carried out in linear time. Then the complexity 
of the algorithm can be considered O(n.log(n)), where 
n is the number of points of S. 
Applying this algorithm to Example 3, we obtain the 
following intervals: 
-For u1 given r: ::::i [0.9688, 1] 
- For u2 given r: ::::i [0, 0.0312] 
For example 4, we get the same intervals that using 
N extr(P�). In its modified version, with probabilities 
given by expressions (53) and (54), the intervals are: 
-For r given {r,w}: [0.2929,0 .5] 
- For w given {r,w}: [0.5,0.7071] 
We do not find qualitative differences between the in­
tervals obtained by using this integral and the ones 
obtained with Choquet's integral. We think that the 
behaviour (considering the complete set PB) is appro­
priate in both cases. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper we have studied several methods of con­
ditioning convex sets of probabilities. It has been con­
sidered more appropriate the conditioning of all the 
possible probability distributions and the assignation, 
at the same time, of a possibility value to each condi­
tional probability. This possibility is calculated taking 
into account the normalization carried out in its cal­
culation. 
We have considered also the problem of assigning an 
uncertainty interval to each event taking into account 
the conditional probabilities and its associated possi­
bilities. We have called it uncertainty interval because 
it is determined taking into account both types of in­
formation: the probabilities and the possibilities. It 
would not be correct to call it possibility (or prob­
ability) interval. It is a mixture of possibilities and 
probabilities. For this task, several methods have been 
proposed based on the use of Choquet's integral and 
Sugeno's integral. We do not consider that there are 
important differences on the use of both integrals. 
Both have also a similar complexity in its calculus. 
Sugeno's integral is very easy to interpret: to calcu­
late the maximum value of conditional probabilities, 
the value of the conditional probability is limited by 
its possibility. If Pi(A!B) = 0.9 and 1T(p;(.IB)) = 0.3, 
then we only can use 0.3 to calculate the maximum. 
We have shown that a previous method (Moral, Cam­
pos, 1991) based on the consideration of the extreme 
conditional probabilities reduces too much the length 
of the intervals. 
Finally, we want to point out that the stablished link 
between possibilities and upper and lower probabilities 
can be a good basis for an integration of these two 
theories and deverses future studies. 
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